
STRATEGIC GROWTH
Our growth is guided by four strategic pillars: Our People, Our 
Customers, Our Brand and Our Profits.

OUR PEOPLE
While it may sound cliche, we know it’s true: our people are 
everything. It’s all about people. We are relentless in our pursuit 
to find the right people and we do everything we can to ensure we 
treat them right. Every moving company wishes they could figure 
out our secret sauce - how to find, train and keep awesome movers!

Our movers often come to us without ever having moved, and with 
our world-class training program their skills quickly rate among 
the very best. We’re especially proud of how long our movers 
stay with us. They often remark to their friends and families, 
“Why would I work anywhere else?” With a clear career path, our 
movers are growing with us, and many have successfully become 
managers or Franchise Partners. Referrals are our top source of 
new talent and the constant stream of people wishing to join You 
Move Me is no surprise.

Our “Tracksuit Culture” is a part of us and everything we do. We’re 
an ambitious, results-driven team. We’re competitive and we play 
to win. We only recruit and retain people who share our values 

The best way to ensure the future happens is to create it – first with a vivid image in our minds – and then commitment to this picture 
as though it’s already happened. Our Painted Picture paints a clear and compelling future for You Move Me – it’s how we will look, 
feel and act on December 31, 2020.

OUR PURPOSE
Each and every day, we work together to make the ordinary 
business of moving exceptional.

We have built something much bigger and better than any one 
of us would have chosen to build alone. We have completely 
revolutionized the experience of moving with three simple rules: we 
treat our customers like friends,  we do what we say we will do, and 
we work together to make every day better. And it’s together that 
we have created a moving company that has proudly grown from 
start-up to  well-respected industry leader in just five short years.

In a stale industry notoriously lacking customer trust, our 
customers consistently call our experience refreshing and almost 
magical - after all, “we move people, not just their boxes!” The 
respect and care we show for our customers’ time and belongings 
has begun to change people’s views of what moving day is all 
about. Where people used to dread moving day, people familiar 
with You Move Me actually look forward to it!

Our family of over 100 Franchise Partners serve the top 50 metros 
in North America. System-wide revenue totals more than $100M 
and our fun, caring brand has truly become North America’s 
Favorite Local Movers. Sales in each market we serve rank us in 
the top two against other local moving companies.

2020 PAINTED PICTURE



and excitement for building something special. We execute with 
deliberate Focus, Faith and Effort as we continue to propel our 
flywheel forward, and we never miss an opportunity to celebrate 
along the way!

OUR CUSTOMERS
If there was one metric that our teams are most proud of, it’s our 
exceptional Net Promoter Score (it’s how we measure the promise 
that “our movers are awesome!”). With a world-class score topping 
79, it’s clear our customers love us! Referrals account for more 
than 50% of all new moves.

Our brand is built on the promises we make, and keep. We call 
them our Exceptional Focus Areas (EFAs): on time arrival; upfront 
rates; friendly, uniformed movers; and exceptional customer care... 
starting with coffee☺. We think of these promises as the magic 
behind moving people. It’s all the little things, from the customer 
catching the movers high-fiving after they moved the impossible 
couch through the door frame to the unexpected offer to bring 
them coffee to the extra care and attention to ensure that no piece 
of furniture ever has to say, “You broke me.”

One move is like a thousand little moves, but all it takes to make 
it worthwhile is that big smile on our customer’s face after a job 
well done. We love that every day happy customers are sharing 
photos on Instagram and Facebook: photos with our team and their 
housewarming plant or their coffee with tags like #BestMoversEver 
or #TheseMoversAreAwesome!

OUR BRAND
Not only have we started to reinvent an industry, but also, we’re 
reinventing how the industry markets. On a mission to create a 
top-of-mind name, our marketing never lets up. And it works – 
people tell us, “I love your brand!” Our remarkable marketing 
style and happy attitude have generated an unprecedented buzz in 
the moving industry, completely changing the picture in people’s 
minds of the once stereotypical mover. Our nationally-syndicated 
recruiting radio ads have been some of our top performing lead 
generators. Who wouldn’t want to hire our movers? And it’s the 
trust customers have in the brand that allows us to close over 
65% of on-site estimates.

Moving companies don’t get press – but we do – lots of it! It took 
a while to crack this nut but moving as many raving fans as we 
have, it was bound to happen that we moved some pretty powerful 
journalists! We’ve also tapped into bloggers who can’t stop talking 
about a new generation of movers and how enjoyable it was 
spending a day with our brand. And the flywheel of free press 
has earned us top three in search rankings everywhere, making 
our PR wins even sweeter!

One of our biggest growth levers as a brand has been our 
partnership with our O2E Brands family. Most people who move 
have the need for junk removal, painting and house detailing - and 

the love goes both ways. Sharing a customer base that exceeds 
2,000,000 promoters, You Move Me  has been able to tap into the 
power of like-minded customers with a need for similar services. 
Our automated data mining has allowed us to contact them at just 
the right time, fulfilling just the right need.

OUR PROFITS
Profitability has been key to our success. Being an exceptional 
brand means growing not just the top line, but also investing to 
grow the bottom line. We have worked hard together to grow our 
Franchise Partners’ profitability year over year, and as a result, 
the validation from our Franchise Partners in recommending You 
Move Me is at an all time high. Our Partners love all the potential 
profit centers, from packing and supplies to insurance and storage.

We have made our financials open to each other, sharing and 
learning what has worked and what has not. “People don’t fail; 
systems do” is a belief woven tightly into our fabric and it’s this 
belief that has inspired our relentless search for finding and 
systematizing the road to improved profits.

We are innovators. We continually challenge the status-quo. 
We create solutions to common problems using technology to 
improve our business, making things better for our customers 
and our bottom line. One such enhancement is customers using 
our mobile app to see the names and faces of their movers before 
they arrive. Customers are also able to check on the location of 
their belongings in real-time, anytime. This technological add 
on has not only reduced costs, but also increased customers’ 
happiness. Technology has been one of our greatest profitability 
levers; everything we need to manage can be measured, from 
mover efficiency to route optimization. Smartphones are our 
General Managers’ favorite management tool.

OUR SHARED SUCCESS
Success means more than money – it means winning, contributing, 
being recognized and having fun. We have worked hard as a team 
to become the most awesome moving company on the planet! We 
have supported each other as we’ve each reached our personal 
goals and we have stopped to celebrate each milestone along our 
continued journey of making the ordinary business of moving... 
exceptional.

Brian Scudamore, Founder & CEO 
You Move Me


